Klabrate Ltd is building a
responsible, ecologically based
metaverse

POSITIVE ACTION

The founders of Klabrate believe passionately in taking positive
action to help ordinary people participate in tackling the gigantic
challenges posed by climate change
Visitors to Klabrate World will interact, communicate, shop, have fun,
become informed and be part of Web3 in a Zero Carbon environment
Most metaverse projects appeal solely to video gamers. As well as
providing gameplay elements, Klabrate World is designed to make a
real difference to the physical world to help tackle the enormous task
of reducing the impact of climate change
We are implementing the first ever Layer 2 protocol for Ethereum,
Immutable X. This means that there will be no "gas" expended on
minting our NFT’s, deeper liquidity, instant transactions and massive
scalability
All energy consumed by and within Klabrate World will be fully offset
by tree planting and other carbon initiatives in the real world

Mark Chadwick CEO

MEET THE
TEAM

Past Experience
Environmental Consultant and South-East Asia specialist

Paul Sheals
Past Experience
Ex-Olympic sportsman and international digital marketer

We are actively recruiting new team
members in key roles as well as advisors
with relevant skills and contacts

Tim de Rosen
Past Experience
Serial entrepreneur in public and private equity

Opportunity & Use Case
Web3 presents an outstanding opportunity to create new virtual
worlds for entertainment, education and business
There is a compelling use case for the creation of an ecological
metaverse designed to demonstrate how our real world can
implement the actions required to reverse the effects of climate
change

ECOCITY ROADMAP
Q1 2022
PHASE 1 SALE
FIRST DEMO
ENGAGEMENT OF
ARCHITECTS AND 3D
MODELLERS

Q2 2022
INSTALLATION OF
INFASTRUCTURE
NFT MARKETPLACE
LAUNCH

Q3 2022
INITIAL LAND
DEVELOPMENT
PRE-ALPHA RELEASE
PHASE 2 NFT RELEASE

Q4 2022
ALPHA RELEASE
FIRST YIELD GENERATION

Business Model

Klabrate operates a digital asset and physical tree planting business.
Trees are planted to offset carbon emissions
Klabrate will sell NFT’s representing undeveloped land and $ECO
ERC-20 tokens
Every time someone buys or sells Klabrate's NFT's they will receive
$ECO's....and tree planting packages for carbon offset
$ECO's will be listed on Uniswap. When the $ECO's are spent on a
transaction they are removed from circulation
Users can provide liquidity to the $ECO-ETH pair on Uniswap to earn
$ECO rewards as well as the traditional Uniswap rewards

Gamification

Gamification will make Klabrate World attractive to
some people who otherwise may not be inclined to care
about climate change, motivating a diverse group of
users to get involved

Users will increase their level or rank through completing eco
activities
Leader board will show who is 'winning' and inspire users to work
harder to compete, achieving badges when reaching a certain
number of points
Effective messaging to users demonstrating social norms &
reinforcing behaviour
The DeFi aspect of $ECO implementation is designed to drive users
back to Klabrate World to increase their rewards. This will create a
circular economy

What can you do in
Klabrate World?
Entertaining and informative games themed around ecology and
sustainable living
Shopping for “green” and sustainable products and services
Eco-tourism within Klabrate World
Tools to create your own sub metaverses
Build sustainable structures on development land
Participate in a range of music, artistic and educational attractions
Become involved in gamification exercises by completing eco activities
Interact with your friends and other like-minded people
Earn Defi based revenues from participation

Sources of Revenue
Advertising & Sponsorship from eco brands and corporates
Royalties from activities taking place in Klabrate World
NFT appreciation as the concept takes hold
$ECO appreciation
Revenue from building materials and services
Marketplaces for buying and selling goods and services

Marketing
The founders have extensive knowledge and expertise managing
large Digital Marketing Campaigns for companies like Virgin,
Hilton, Pizza Express, National Newspapers etc..
Programmatic Marketing - highly targeted campaign both online and OTT
Social Media - PR, Influencer and high quality content driven organic
campaigns
Facebook - Twitter - Instagram Campaigns - paid campaigns to the
platforms most in-tune with this type of project
Email Marketing - the founders have extensive databases of Crypto,
alternative investment and early adopters
Google Ads - high intent advertising using Google Search and
Google Display platforms
Retargeting - a full retargeting campaign will be conducted to
accompany all out bound marketing activity
Automated Marketing - The founders have developed unique
automated marketing software to ensure all prospects are managed
professionally and have the highest chance of conversion

Strategic Partners
Infinite World – infrastructure/3D modelling/gameplay
Immutable X – gas-free NFT minting/marketplace
Grimshaw Architects – planning/conceptual design
Eden Reforestation – tree planting/carbon offset

Investment To Date

The founders have already
invested $750,000+ in this project

The Whitelist is now open for early
buyers of prime NFT development
land in EcoCity (Phase 1)

Mark Chadwick
mark@klabrate.com

CONTACTS

Tim De Rosen
tim@klabrate.com

Paul Sheals

paul@klabrate.com

